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Quasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS) was used to monitor
the state of water in portland cement and tricalcium silicate
pastes during the first 2 days of hydration at three different
temperatures. By applying a double-Lorentzian rather than a
single-Lorentzian fitting function, the QENS signal from water
at a given hydration time was divided into three separate
populations arising from liquid water, chemically bound wa-
ter, and constrained water. The constrained water population
consisted of water adsorbed on surfaces and contained in very
small (<10 nm) pores, and could be associated primarily with
the calcium–silicate–hydrate (C-S-H) phase. The rate of in-
crease in the chemically bound water population closely fol-
lowed the exothermic heat output, while the constrained water
population increased more rapidly during the first several
hours of hydration and then leveled off.

I. Introduction

THE hydration of portland cement is a complex process involv-
ing several simultaneous chemical reactions. All of these

reactions involve water, and as hydration proceeds, more of the
water that is initially mixed with the cement powder becomes
chemically bound into reaction product phases.

The most important reaction is between tricalcium silicate
(C3S

†) and water, and pure C3S powder is often used as a model
system for cement. The hydration of C3S can be written as

C3S1 (1.31 x)Hf C1.7SHx 1 1.3CH (1)

where C1.7SHx is a loosely organized gel phase, known as C-S-H,
that is the main binding component giving cement paste its
strength, toughness, and durability.

During the first 24 h of hydration, C-S-H fills the space
occupied by water in a C3S or cement paste, forming a

high-surface-area product with an internal network of water-
filled gel pores. The C-S-H also contains chemically bound
water and OH2 groups, as well as adsorbed or “interlayer”
water, which is less firmly bound. At later times, the C-S-H that
forms has a monolithic morphology with no gel pores. The
water content of C-S-H therefore varies considerably depending
on the relative humidity of the paste, the age of the paste, and
other processing variables. Under saturated conditions, when
the gel pore water is included in the phase composition, the
variable x in Eq. (1) has a maximum value of about 4.1 The
amount of chemically bound water associated with a well-
defined solid C-S-H phase is considerably less, ranging from
aboutx 5 1.3 to 2.1 depending on sample conditioning and the
measurement technique used.1

Recently, quasi-elastic neutron scattering (QENS) has been
used to follow the hydration of pure C3S.2,3 The QENS technique
is sensitive to the state of hydrogen atoms in the paste, and the
scattering signal can be separated into components arising from
free (liquid) water and bound water. Because QENS measurements
can be conductedin situ, without disturbing the reaction process,
changes occurring during the early, rapid hydration stage can be
measured.

Portland cement contains about 60% C3S by weight, and the
hydration of C3S is the most important reaction, particularly
during the first few days of reaction. Other portland cement
hydration reactions include the hydration of dicalcium silicate
(C2S) to form C-S-H, which occurs much more slowly than
reaction (1), and the hydration of tricalcium aluminate (C3A)
and gypsum (CS#H2) to form various aluminate phases such as
monosulfate and ettringite.1 The aluminate phases do not
contribute significantly to the strength development of cement
paste except at very early times, but they do contain substantial
amounts of water and would thus be expected to affect the
QENS measurements.

The current study was performed using two different batches
of C3S powder and a commercial portland cement as the starting
cementitious materials. For one set of experiments, isothermal
hydration was followed for a period of approximately 2 days at
one of three temperatures: 20°, 30°, or 40°C. For another series
of experiments, performed on one of the C3S powders, the
hydration temperature was changed rapidly from one fixed
value to another, to determine the sensitivity of the modeled
free and bound water populations to temperature for a fixed
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microstructure. As a result of these experiments, the data
analysis was modified to better account for the scattering
response from water.

II. Background

The interactions of neutrons with atomic nuclei vary consider-
ably with the element, with hydrogen providing by far the greatest
cross section for scattering. As a consequence, the neutron scat-
tering signal from a material containing a high proportion of
elemental hydrogen is almost entirely from the hydrogen.

When a neutron collides with a chemically bound atom, it is
scattered elastically; that is, its velocity and energy are unchanged.
However, if the atom has rotational or translational freedom (for
example, if it is diffusing through a liquid), the scattered neutron
can gain or lose energy, depending on the relative movement of the
atomic nucleus at the moment of the interaction. The interactions
of neutrons with hydrogen atoms with various degrees of freedom
are discussed by Livingstonet al.4

In a QENS experiment, a beam of monochromatic (fixed
energy) neutrons is focused on the specimen, and the energy of the
scattered neutrons is measured by determining the change in their
velocity. The angle at which they are scattered is also measured.
For a specimen with only bound atoms, a plot of scattering
intensity versus final neutron energy will show a single sharp spike
centered around the initial neutron energy, because all of the
scattering will be elastic. The width of the spike is determined by
the energy resolution of the instrument, and the intensity of such an
elastic peak can be measured by fitting it with a Gaussian
distribution.

The scattering response from diffusing atoms is quite different.
Although the scattering response will still show an intensity peak
centered on zero energy transfer, it will be broadened by the
energy change imparted to the neutrons by the moving hydrogen
nuclei. This type of peak is normally represented by a Lorentzian
distribution. For liquid water, the width of the Lorentzian peak is
a function of temperature and the scattering vector, with higher
temperatures and larger scattering vectors giving a broader peak.
In addition, the peak width of liquid water is affected by the
presence of solid interfaces or small pores, which constrain the
water molecules and thus cause narrowing of the peak.5 The
degree of peak narrowing caused by this type of constraint depends
both on the specific microstructure of the specimen and on the
energy resolution of the instrument.

The QENS response from a hydrating cementitious paste can
thus be represented by a superposition of a Gaussian peak and a
Lorentzian peak. After the small Gaussian peak arising from the
sample holder and the solid cement is subtracted, the relative
intensity of the remaining peaks gives a measure of the fraction of
hydrogen atoms in the bound and free states. The state of water in
the sample can then be defined by a single parameter, such as the
bound water index (BWI):

BWI 5
A

A 1 B
(2)

whereA is the Gaussian intensity andB is the Lorentzian intensity.
By monitoring the change in the BWI with time, the kinetics of
hydration can be determined.

III. Experimental Procedure

The isothermal hydration experiments were conducted using a
type I portland cement (Lafarge Cement Co.‡) and two different
batches of triclinic C3S powder. One batch (labeled C3S #1) was
obtained from a commercial source (Construction Technology

Laboratories, Skokie, IL). This powder has an average particle size
of 7.4 mm. The second batch (labeled C3S #2) was made by
repeatedly calcining a 3:1 mixture of CaO and SiO2 powders at
1430°C and then grinding the resulting product in a mortar and
pestle.§ X-ray analysis indicated both powders to be pure triclinic
C3S with no unreacted CaO. The QENS experiments involving a
change in the hydration temperature were conducted using the C3S
#1 powder.

In all experiments, the starting powder was combined with
deionized water at a water-to-solids (w/s) ratio of 0.4 by weight.
The resulting paste was mixed by hand for 3 min and then spread
into an aluminum sample holder, which was sealed with an indium
gasket. A thin Teflon envelope prevented any direct contact
between the aluminum holder and the paste. The internal dimen-
sions of the sample holder were;6 cm3 4 cm3 1 mm thick. The
thickness of the specimen was minimized to minimize multiple
scattering effects, which greatly complicate data analysis.6 The
temperature of the sample holder was carefully controlled and
monitored throughout the run, and the neutron scattering response
was measured continuously for;48 h.

All of the QENS measurements were conducted using the Fermi
chopper time-of-flight spectrometer at the NIST Center for Neu-
tron Research in Gaithersburg, MD.7 The incident neutron wave-
length was 4.8 Å, and the distance from the sample to the detectors
was 2.29 m, resulting in a calculated energy resolution of 0.146
meV. To obtain sufficient statistics to accurately analyze the shape
of the scattering function, the data from a range in scattering
vector, Q, were summed together. The width of the energy-
broadened Lorentzian component of the scattering function in-
creases withQ at low values ofQ, and then approaches a limiting
value at highQ. Therefore, only high-Q data were used. For each
data point, the scattering was measured for 30 min and then all of
the data from aQ range of 1.9 to 2.4 Å21 were averaged together.

A differential scanning calorimeter (Hart Scientific, Pleasant
Grove, UT) was used to monitor the isothermal heat evolution of
pastes made from the same starting materials.

IV. Results

(1) Sensitivity of the Bound Water Index to Temperature
To accurately compare the results of pastes hydrated at different

temperatures, the separation of the overall signal intensity into
different populations of hydrogen atoms must depend only on the
microstructure of the paste and not on other variables, such as
temperature. In other words, a given paste microstructure should
have the same BWI at all temperatures. To test this, two C3S pastes
were hydrated with a sudden shift in the temperature at 24 h. In one
case the temperature was changed from 20° to 40°C, and in the
other case it was changed from 40° to 20°C. These temperature
changes occurred over a period of a few minutes, a time scale over
which the microstructure of the paste can be assumed to remain
fixed.

The data were initially analyzed by fitting the QENS response
to Gaussian and Lorentzian components, each convoluted with the
energy resolution of the instrument, as has been done in previous
experiments.2,3 This model for the scattering response can be
written as3

Sinc~Q,v! 5 C 1 HAd~v50! 1 BF G

p~G2 1 v2!GJ

^ FS 1

sÎ2pD exp~ 2 v2/2s2!G (3)

‡Manufacturers are identified in order to provide complete identification of
experimental conditions, and such identification is not a recommendation or an
endorsement by NIST.

§C3S powder #2, obtained courtesy of J. Francis Young, University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign.
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whereSinc is the incoherent scattering intensity,Q is the scattering
vector, v is the energy change of a scattered neutron,C is a
Q-independent flat background,G is the Lorentzian half-width at
half-maximum,s is the energy resolution of the instrument, andA
andB are the number density of bound and free hydrogen atoms,
respectively. This is a four-parameter fit, withA, B, C, and G
varying to give the minimumx2 between fit and data.

Figure 1 (open circles) shows the BWI for a paste hydrated
at 20°C and then at 40°C. At the temperature shift, the Gaussian
component of the fit decreases and the Lorentzian component
increases, causing the BWI of the specimen to decrease sharply.
Similar behavior at the temperature shift was observed for the
40°–20°C run, with the BWI also higher at 20°C. This discon-
tinuity is clearly caused by the fitting procedure rather than by
a change in the microstructure. Moreover, as a paste hydrates at
a fixed temperature, the width of the Lorentzian peak repre-
senting free water decreases significantly.3 These two results
suggest that the single-Lorentzian function is modeling the
combined response from more than one population of water. It
is not surprising that under these circumstances a change in
temperature, which changes the width of the Lorentzian peak,
would appear to alter the BWI, contrary to the known invari-
ance of the BWI with temperature as discussed above.

To resolve this discrepancy, the data from the temperature shift
experiments were reanalyzed by fitting the experimentalS(Q,v)
curves with two Lorentzian curves instead of one. The first
Lorentzian was assigned a fixed width equal to the width of the
free-water signal at the start of the reaction for a given tempera-
ture, and the width of the second Lorentzian was allowed to vary
freely with time. The free-water widths were determined by
measuring a sample holder filled with water at 20°, 30°, and 40°C
(see Table I). These independently determined values agreed
closely with the widths of the single-Lorentzian fits at the start of
a run, confirming that the water in a freshly mixed paste behaves
like liquid water.

The above modifications add one degree of freedom to the
original model (Eq. (3)). However, with the modified model the
background was held fixed throughout the run, leaving the
degrees of freedom unchanged at four. The modified model for
the scattered intensity from hydrating paste can be written as

Sinc~Q,v! 5 C0 1 HAd~v50! 1 B1F G1

p~G1
2 1 v2!G

1 B2F G2

p~G2
2 1 v2!GJ ^ FS 1

sÎ2pD exp(2v2/2s2)G
(4)

whereC0 is determined from theS(Q,v) curve at the start of the
run,G0 is as given in Table I, andA, B1, B2, andG2 are allowed to
vary to minimize thex2 of the fit.

The scattered intensity in the narrow Lorentzian peak is most
likely associated with water in the nanoscale pore system of the
C-S-H, and thus arises from reaction product. We therefore include
the intensity from this peak in the total bound water population,
redefining the BWI as

BWI 5
A 1 B2

A 1 B1 1 B2
(5)

With this double-Lorentzian model, the scattered intensity in the
Gaussian peak (parameterA) is associated only with chemically
bound hydrogen atoms. For purposes of clarity this population will
be referred to as “structural” water, while the population associated
with the narrow Lorentzian (parameterB2) will be referred to as
“constrained” water. The sum of the structural and constrained
water peaks (A 1 B2) gives the total bound water in the hydrating
paste. As with the previous model, the liquid (free) water is
represented by the fixed-width Lorentzian peak (parameterB1).

Figure 1 (closed circles) shows the BWI obtained from the
modified model defined by Eqs. (4) and (5) for the C3S paste
hydrated with a temperature shift from 20° to 40°C. The sharp
discontinuity at the temperature shift has been eliminated, indicat-
ing that the double-Lorentzian model distinguishes between free
and bound water on a more physically realistic basis. The reana-
lyzed data for the C3S paste hydrated with a temperature shift from
40° to 20°C also resulted in a BWI that was smooth across the
temperature shift.

The width of the narrow, variable-width Lorentzian,G2, is an
important variable to consider when assessing the physical basis
for the modified model, because it is allowed to vary freely during
the fit. Figure 1 also showsG2 plotted against hydration time for
the two C3S hydration runs conducted with a temperature shift
(closed triangles, right axis). After some initial variation when the
intensity is very low, the width reaches a constant value, and then
changes sharply to a new value at the temperature shift. The width
is larger at 40°C, due to the increased rate of diffusional motion of
the water molecules with temperature.8

These results confirm that in addition to the liquid and structural
water populations, there is a third population of water in the paste
which is constrained, or loosely bound, so that it scatters neutrons
with a narrower Lorentzian energy width which is close to the
instrument energy resolution. With the earlier single-Lorentzian
model (Eq. (3)), the intensity from this population was divided
between the Gaussian and Lorentzian peaks. As the temperature

Fig. 1. Bound water index (BWI) for a C3S paste hydrated at 20°C for
24 h and then at 40°C thereafter, calculated using the original single-
Lorentzian model (Eq. (3)) and the two-Lorentzian model defined by Eq.
(4). The width of the second-Lorentzian peak (G2 in Eq. (4)) is also shown,
using the right-hand axis.

Table I. Peak Widths of the Fitted Curves Associated with
Different Populations of Water at Different Temperatures,

and the Associated Activation Energies

Temp (°C)

Peak width (meV)

Free water

Constrained water

Structural water†C3S Cement

20 1.49 0.271 0.298 0.146
30 1.87 0.374 0.414 0.146
40 2.23 0.502 0.504 0.146

Ea (kJ/mol) 15.4 23.5 20.1
†The structural water width is determined by the resolution of the instrument and

does not vary with temperature.
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increased, the constrained water peak broadened (while the Gauss-
ian width remained fixed), shifting intensity out of the modeled
Gaussian peak and into the modeled Lorentzian peak. As a conse-
quence, the calculated BWI decreased with increasing temperature.

(2) Effect of Temperature on the Isothermal Hydration of
C3S and Cement Paste

The calculation of a physically sound BWI using the double-
Lorentzian method makes it possible to make valid comparisons
among samples of pastes that have been cured under different
conditions. In this case, the C3S and cement pastes were hydrated
isothermally at 20°, 30°, and 40°C for;2 days. Based on the
results of the previous section, the individual energy spectra were
modeled by fitting them to three convoluted curves, as given by
Eq. (4). This resulted in constrained water populations with Lorent-
zian widths that increased with temperature but were similar for
the two types of pastes (see Table I). This peak broadening can be
fitted with an Arrhenius plot to extract apparent activation energies
(see Fig. 2 and Table I). The constrained water populations have a
higher activation energy than the free water population.

Figure 3 shows the BWI of the two C3S pastes and the cement
paste for isothermal hydration at 30°C. For all three pastes, the
BWI increases rapidly for the first several hours and then levels
out, which is the standard kinetic profile for the hydration of
cement and C3S.1 After showing significantly different rates
initially, all three pastes converge to the same curve between 2 and
11 h. This period agrees very well with the phase of peak
nucleation and growth identified by FitzGeraldet al.3 for C3S
hydrating isothermally at 30°C. The fact that samples of three
different compositions show similar kinetics implies that the
rate-controlling process during this phase is independent of cement
composition or surface and hence involves a through-solution
mechanism. It also suggests that it might be possible to develop a
universal hydration curve for a wide range of cement compositions
for this part of the reaction using C3S as a model system.

However, there are significant differences between the cement
and C3S pastes before and after the peak rate period (see Fig. 3).
First, the BWI at the start of the reaction is higher for cement paste
than for C3S paste. We hypothesize that this is due to the rapid
early formation of hydrated aluminate sulfate phases in the
portland cement system. Within the first 10 min after mixing,
cement particles become coated with a layer of ettringite, an

aluminate–sulfate phase high in water.1 This phase would thus be
present by the time the first measurements were made, accounting
for the higher initial BWI.

There are also differences in the shapes of the curves at the end
of the peak rate period as the hydration reaction becomes
diffusion-limited. In the C3S pastes, the transition to the slow
growth rate is sharp. This behavior also exists in the cement
system, but the curves are not as steep and the transition to
diffusion-limited behavior is more gradual. This is what would be
expected when comparing a pure system (C3S) to a system with
several components reacting at different rates (cement). In a
portland cement paste, the reaction of C2S to form C-S-H and the
conversion of high-water aluminate phases such as ettringite to
low-water phases such as monosulfate occur in parallel with the
C3S hydration reaction. Morphologic differences in the C-S-H
formed in cement and C3S pastes may affect the diffusion
characteristics as well.

Finally, the cement pastes reach a higher BWI after 2 days of
hydration than do the C3S pastes. This is again primarily due to the
formation of aluminate phases such as ettringite and monosulfate
in the cement pastes, which bind up considerable amounts of
water. All of the trends illustrated by Fig. 3 at 30°C hold at the
other temperatures as well.

The BWIs at all three temperatures are shown in Fig. 4 for all
three pastes, allowing the effect of hydration temperature on a
given paste to be observed. For each paste, the initial rate of
increase of the BWI increases with temperature, in agreement with
previous QENS results and with isothermal calorimetry. For the
C3S pastes, the BWI reached after 1–2 days of hydration is not
always higher at higher temperatures. In particular, the 40°C runs
reach slightly lower BWI values than the other runs. This type of
“crossover” behavior has been reported for the degree of hydration
versus time of C3S pastes,9,10 although for a greater range of
hydration temperature. Such an inverse temperature dependence
could be accounted for by differences in the morphology of the
early C-S-H product layer, with higher temperatures producing a
less permeable product which inhibits the diffusion-controlled
growth of C-S-H at later times.9 Analysis of the QENS data for the
rate of increase of the BWI in the diffusion-controlled regime also
supports this hypothesis; this is the subject of a separate paper.11

It should be noted that the relationship between the BWI of a
paste and the degree of hydration (defined as the fraction of C3S
consumed) depends on the H/S molar ratio of the C-S-H (variable
x in Eq. (1), and this does not necessarily remain constant with

Fig. 2. Arrhenius plot of the Lorentzian peak widths. The activation
energies are given in Table I.

Fig. 3. BWI as calculated using Eqs. (4) and (5) as a function of time for
isothermal hydration at 30°C.
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temperature. For example, Benturet al.10 found that a C3S paste
hydrated at 65°C had a lower H/S ratio than pastes hydrated at 4°
or 25°C.

The results for C3S paste #1 shown in Fig. 4 do not agree with
previously published QENS data for the hydration of this batch of
C3S at different temperatures,3 which found that the BWI reached
after 2 days of hydration had a much stronger inverse temperature
dependence. The earlier results were obtained using the single-
Lorentzian model described by Eq. (3) to fit the free-water portion
of the energy spectrum. As discussed in Section IV(1), this caused
a higher proportion of the total scattered intensity to be assigned to
bound water at lower temperatures for a given paste microstructure.

(3) Structural and Constrained Water Content of C-S-H
Table II lists the fraction of structural, constrained, and free

water in each paste after 2 days of hydration. For a given paste, the
fractional values are relatively independent of the hydration
temperature, but there are considerable differences between C3S
and OPC pastes. OPC pastes have a higher percentage of structural
water and lower amounts of constrained and free water. This can
be attributed to the formation of aluminate phases such as ettringite
in OPC paste. The lower percentage of constrained water in OPC
pastes suggests that despite the higher BWI (see Figs. 3 and 4) the
amount of C-S-H formed after 2 days is lower. This is sensible,
given that C-S-H formation at early times comes almost entirely
from C3S, which makes up about 60 wt% of the OPC. It should be
noted that the C-S-H formed from pure C3S and from OPC do not
necessarily have identical morphology, composition, or structure.
It can be assumed that these differences are negligible, however.1

The structural and constrained water populations have different
kinetics during the first 2 days of hydration. The constrained water
intensity increases very rapidly during the first several hours of
hydration and then levels off almost completely, showing little
increase after about 24 h of reaction. The structural water intensity
also increases rapidly during the first several hours, but does not
level off completely. Figure 5 shows the normalized kinetics for
the structural water intensity, the constrained water intensity, and
the total heat evolved as measured by thermal calorimetry for the
OPC paste hydrated at 30°C. For each of these normalized
variables, zero represents the value at the end of the induction
period (;1 h after mixing) and 1 represents the value at 48 h. The
structural water intensity follows the heat evolution very closely,
while the constrained water intensity has a clearly different shape.

The kinetics of the constrained water intensity have a parallel in
the development of surface area in cement pastes as measured by
small-angle neutron scattering. The specific surface area of a
hydrating paste was found to increase very rapidly for the first 18 h
and then to level off completely, showing little or no increase over
the next 28 days despite continued hydration as measured by the
evolution of heat.12 This was interpreted as evidence for two
distinct morphologies of the C-S-H: a high surface area formwhich
rapidly fills the capillary porosity at the start of the hydration process,
and a denser form which forms at a slower rate and which has
essentially no surface area. These morphologies are likely related
to the “outer product” and “inner product” morphologies of C-S-H
which are observed by microscopy (see Ref. 1, p. 123).

The current results agree with this hypothesis, in that the
constrained water population can be associated solely with the
high-surface-area form of C-S-H. In contrast, both outer and inner
product C-S-H would contain chemically bound (structural) water.
The close correlation between the structural water intensity mea-
sured by QENS and the heat evolution (see Fig. 5) supports the

Fig. 4. BWI as a function of time for isothermal hydration at 20°, 30°,
and 40°C: (top) C3S #1, (middle) C3S #2, (bottom) cement. Note different
vertical scales.

Table II. Percentages of Structural, Constrained, and Free
Water in the Pastes after Two Days of Hydration

Paste T (°C) Structural (%) Constrained (%) Free

C3S #1 20 43.7 17.5 38.8
C3S #1 30 44.1 17.7 38.2
C3S #1 40 41.6 16.7 41.7

C3S #2 20 46.2 20.6 33.2
C3S #2 30 45.6 21.4 33.0
C3S #2 40 42.9 22.6 34.6

OPC 20 60.1 17.4 22.5
OPC 30 63.8 18.8 17.4
OPC 40 65.7 19.7 14.6

Fig. 5. Normalized plots of structural water, constrained water, and heat
evolved for cement paste hydrated at 30°C. The line through the con-
strained water points is a smooth (moving average) fit to the data.
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logical assumption that the chemical binding of water and the
release of heat are directly related.

On a molar basis, the startingw/s ratio of 0.4 for the C3S pastes
gives 5.07 mol of water for each mole of C3S. Using the C3S #2
paste hydrated at 30°C as an example, the data in Table II imply
that after 2 days of hydration there are 2.31 mol of structural water,
1.09 mol of constrained water, and 1.67 mol of free water for each
mole of original C3S powder. In a C3S paste, the bound and
constrained hydrogen atoms can be associated with only two
phases: C-S-H and calcium hydroxide. Calcium hydroxide is a
crystalline phase and thus contains only structural water, while
C-S-H contains some structural water and all of the constrained
water.

Assuming that the hydration of C3S proceeds according to Eq.
(1), the amount of calcium hydroxide that has formed from 1 mol
of C3S at a given degree of hydration (a) is 1.3a. The total heat
evolved for this paste after 2 days of hydration at 30°C was
determined to be 62.3 kJ/mol. Assuming the enthalpy of hydration
of C3S to be 120 kJ/mol,1 this gives a degree of hydration ofa 5
0.52, and this implies that 0.7 mol of CH has formed. The
remainder of the 2.3 mol of structural water must be associated
with C-S-H, resulting in a formula of C1.7SHS(1.6), where HS is
structural water measured by QENS. Including the constrained
water population in the C-S-H results in the formula C1.7SHT(2.7),
where HT is the total bound water measured by QENS. Given the
relative kinetics of formation of the constrained and structural
water populations shown in Fig. 5, the HT/S molar ratio of the
C-S-H would be highest during the early acceleratory period of
hydration and would decrease gradually thereafter as new C-S-H
with a lower H/S ratio continues to form.

The estimated H/S molar ratios of 1.6 and 2.7 can be compared
with values of H/S for C-S-H in C3S pastes measured directly
using other techniques (see Ref. 1). The C-S-H in saturated C3S
paste has an H/S value of about 4, which includes free water
contained within the gel pores. When the paste is equilibrated to
11% relative humidity, a procedure designed to remove water from
the gel pores but not from interlayer spacings, H/S decreases to
about 2.1. Drying C3S paste under vacuum or in a 105°C oven,
procedures which remove all loosely adsorbed and pore water as
well as some of the interlayer water, results in measured H/S
values ranging from 1.3 to 1.5. The value HS/S5 1.6 measured by
QENS is slightly higher than the measured water content of C-S-H
after strong drying, suggesting that the structural water measured
by QENS includes both interlayer and chemically bound water.
The total bound water content, HT/S 5 2.7, is intermediate
between the values that include all and none of the gel pore water.
This analysis supports the assumption that the constrained water
population measured by QENS is associated with water contained
in the smallest C-S-H pores and adsorbed on solid–pore interfaces.

V. Conclusions

Quasi-elastic neutron scattering allows the hydrogen atoms in
the mix water of a cementitious paste to be monitored as the
hydration reaction proceeds and the water is bound into product
phases. The application of a double-Lorentzian fit instead of the

single Lorentzian used in previous work leads to a refinement of
the distribution of the water among the various states. Three
distinct populations corresponding to free (liquid) water, structural
water, and constrained water have been identified, and their
relative intensities were measured for tricalcium silicate and
portland cement pastes during the first 2 days of hydration at three
different temperatures. The constrained water population can be
associated with water adsorbed onto (and contained within) the
nanoscale gel pores of the C-S-H reaction product.

The increase in the total bound water population (structural plus
constrained water) with time gives a measure of the hydration
kinetics. During the period of initial fast hydration, the rate of
hydration is strongly temperature-dependent, in agreement with
measurements of the rate of heat output. The convergence of the
hydration curves during this phase implies that C3S provides a
reliable model system for this period. For C3S pastes, the transition
to slower diffusion-controlled kinetics resulted in some “cross-
over,” whereby the pastes hydrated at 40°C had less bound water
after 2 days than pastes hydrated at 20°C. This can be associated
in large part to changes with temperature in the permeability of the
early product layer that surrounds the C3S particles.

The increase of the structural water population tracks with the
total heat output of the pastes very closely during the first 2 days
of hydration, while the increase in the constrained water popula-
tion has a different profile. These results support the hypothesis
that two distinct morphologies of the C-S-H form in hydrating
pastes: a high-surface-area form containing water-filled gel pores
that rapidly fills the capillary pore space, and a monolithic
low-surface-area form that surrounds and replaces the original C3S
particles.
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